Memo

19 September 2016

Transfer of course achievement data at the Language Center – UZH

Re:
UZH students and PhD candidates taking Language Center courses

Since spring semester 2016, the Language Center has been transferring all data related to participants’ achievements in successfully completed Language Center courses electronically to UZH faculties. This includes participants’ results and ECTS credits gained. The protection of data during the transfer is assured.

The Language Center will continue to issue printed certificates of achievement to UZH students and PhD candidates at the end of each course. The certificates list the results and ECTS credits gained, learning goals, course content, learning methods, and types of assessment.

All decisions regarding the recognition and transfer of final achievements in Language Center courses to a degree lie with the individual UZH faculties. Thanks to the electronic transfer of data, UZH students and PhD candidates are no longer required to present their printed Language Center certificates of achievement to their UZH faculty in order to have their grades and ECTS credits recorded.

Dr. Sabina Schaffner
Director of the Language Center